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Feasibility of a Navigable Route through Cowbone Marsh 

 

 

On Wednesday, October 22, 2008, FWC staff met with staff from the South Florida Water 

Management District (SFWMD) and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).  The purpose of 

the meeting was to discuss the feasibility of and to identify issues and concerns related to, 

opening and maintaining a route navigable for canoes, kayaks and small motorized boats through 

Cowbone Marsh on Fisheating Creek. 

 

In attendance were: 

Chris Emblidge and John Morton (USACE), Armando Ramirez and Pinar Palci (SFWMD), Tony 

Guan and Adelaide Hummel (consulting engineers to SFWMD), Grant Steelman, lead biologist 

for Fisheating Creek (FEC), Beth Morford and Michael Anderson, district and regional biologists 

with FWC, Jeff Schardt, FWC Invasive Plant Management Section (IPMS), Liz Sparks and 

Jerrie Lindsey, FWC Office of Recreation Services.  Department of Environmental Protection 

staff were invited but were unable to attend due to a scheduling conflict. 

 

The assembled group scouted the area from the ground via swamp buggies and by air.  The 

helicopter followed the route provided by Earth Justice but we could not see a channel along the 

route.  David Guest of Earth Justice relayed that the GPS coordinates they provided to FWC 

were hand digitized from a map created in 1929 by the USACE.  A copy of that map is attached 

as are aerial photos from 1940, 1948, 1999 and 2004.  The aerials do not show a consistent 

channel.  The 1999 aerial shows a variety of airboat trails made after the Lykes Brothers 

removed the barrier across the creek. 

 

David reported that he and a surveyor were able to pass through the marsh in 1996 or 97 (he 

didn’t recall exactly when) using a gheenoe.  He said that the route was overgrown but passable 

and that they collected GPS data that varied little from that shown on the 1929 map.  David 

indicated that he does not have the GPS data but that the data he and the surveyor collected was 

used to create the legal description of the creek.  It would be very helpful to have this data for 

reference. 

 

Options and issues related to opening and maintaining a route 

 

Following the tour, the assembled group discussed potential options to open and maintain a 

navigable channel and potential issues and concerns. The route, if it can be opened and 

maintained by either of the options below, will be only passable at high water (usually July 

through September).  Fisheating Creek rises and falls dramatically with rainfall in the upper 

parts of its drainage basin. 

 

Possible Cookie Cutter Option: 

 

“Cookie Cutters” or “Aggitators” are used throughout Florida to restore channels by shredding 

thick vegetation like that seen in the marsh.  This equipment can be operated only where there is 

enough water – no less than 2 feet of water (shredding is more effective in 3 to 4 feet).  The 

substrate is also an important factor. The machines cannot operate if the water is shallow and the 
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underlying bottom is rocky or consists of hard sand.   The channel cut by this machine can be 

any width more than 10 feet.  It is usually recommended to be 25 feet if motorized boats are 

involved so they can safely pass one another.   

 

Without more information, the cost to open up the channel is difficult to estimate. It could vary 

from $50,000 if the water is deep and the organic component is thin to as much as $500,000 if 

the water is shallow and the machines must cut through extensive dense root masses or thick 

organic layers.  To make a more precise estimate, the IPMS would have to determine the 

substrate and depth of the proposed route as well as organic material like peat or root masses 

from trees, etc.  However if the channel could be opened, maintenance costs would be reasonable 

and could be absorbed by the IPMS program.  Maintenance would involve periodic spraying and 

cutting along the edges unless there are many tussocks that float into and occlude the channel.  

These would require additional shredding. 

 

To determine if this option is feasible, IPMS would have a contractor herbicide the suggested 

route from the air and then survey the route a couple of months later from an airboat to determine 

the bottom conditions and water depths. This would work for most of the proposed channel: 

however, the last 1.5 mile of the channel on the upstream side of the marsh consists of dense, 

tall willows several inches in diameter and up to 25-30 feet tall, as well as cypress trees. 

Verifying feasibility and cutting a channel through this area will be much more challenging 

than the rest of the trail.   

 

Possible “Marshmaster” Option: 

 

“Marshmasters” are essentially large aquatic mowing machines.  (A common excavator body on 

amphibious pontoons with specialized arms equipped with flail head mowers.)  They are widely 

used in Louisiana and are used in Florida by utility companies to mow marshes under power 

lines.  These machines can operate in shallow and deep water and could handle most of the 

herbaceous vegetation that occurs in Cowbone Marsh.  If the vegetation is anchored to the 

substrate, the “marshmaster” could mow it back to a level that would allow a paddler or small 

boat to travel over the route at high water.    The machine is at least 12 feet wide so the swath cut 

by the machine must be at least that wide.  If the vegetation is not anchored but is floating, this 

approach will not work because the mowed vegetation will simply pop up with the higher water 

levels. The aforementioned willows and cypress would also present challenges to clearing an 

initial channel with this technology.  Maintenance costs would be higher with this option 

because it would require more spraying and mowing to keep the vegetation low. 

 

Rental rates for this equipment run from $28,000 per month plus transport ($10,000) to $120,000 

per month ($32,000 transport and assembly).  Purchasing a machine ranges from $156,000 to 

$475,000.  The time required to clear a route using this equipment is unknown without further 

assessment.   

 

The Fisheating Creek WMA annual budget excluding salaries is approximately $300,000. 
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Management issues:  

 

Safety 

 

A 25’ wide channel is recommended for safety because it allows two motorboats to pass.  This 

provides good visibility for paddlers and boaters as well, however it would allow larger boats 

with accordingly higher speeds and wakes to move up from the lake through the marsh.  Safety 

issues between paddle craft and higher speed boats would be a concern.  

 

The distance from Palmdale (the nearest upstream access point) to the take-out near Lake 

Okeechobee is 20 miles.  This a two-day paddle with no shade for most of the route.  From 

Palmdale, the paddler would be required to paddle approximately 10 miles with little if any 

opportunity to get out of the boat until they reached high ground at Ft. Center.  This is a long 

distance for most paddlers.  There would be an immediate demand for camping at this very 

significant cultural site or we would need to build camping platforms along the creek.  

 

Erosion 

 

An increase in traffic from larger boats with accompanying higher speeds and wakes can also 

cause erosion that may undercut banks (a concern at the Ft. Center archeological site) and drop 

trees into the creek (upstream from the marsh).  Limiting the size of motors or limiting access to 

boats with electric motors could be used to minimize these issues. 

 

Wildlife Disturbance 

 

The area below the marsh is heavily used by wading birds.  Large flocks of sandhill cranes, 

wood storks and many other wading birds forage in this area currently undisturbed by human 

activity.  Research shows that birds move away from paddlers and boaters each time they pass.  

Bird’s ability to use the area along the creek to forage will decrease with an increase in human 

activity. 

 

Concerns expressed by SWFMD and USACE representatives: 

 

 Determining whether the activity is restoring an existing route versus opening a new 

channel was important to the assembled group.  However, in either case they told us that 

the current situation not historical conditions are what would be evaluated.  The area is a 

forested wetland and there will be wetland impacts that would need to be mitigated.  

There was unanimous agreement that it would take a good deal of effort to gain approval 

if permits were required for opening the channel.  The type of permits and level and type 

of mitigation were not specified.  Herbiciding and mowing seemed to less of a concern 

than shredding vegetation.  (As discussed above, it appears that trees would have to be 

removed to completely open a channel.)  If the project were to involve removing trees or 

evolve into dredging a channel, or portions of a channel, there was a much greater level 

of concern. 
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 Opening and maintaining a channel may affect the hydrology of the creek.  The marsh is 

impeding water flow from the upper to lower sections of Fisheating Creek.  If opened it 

could drop water levels upstream, reducing the navigability of the upper creek where 

most use occurs.  It may be possible to mitigate this problem by leaving a plug of 

vegetation that would have to be portaged by the paddler.  This would essentially block 

the route for motorboats however. 

 

 Water quality issues are a concern. Fisheating Creek is a “hotspot” for phosphorous 

loading into Lake Okeechobee.  Opening and maintaining a channel may allow nutrients 

now filtered by the marsh to flow uninterrupted into the lake and be in opposition to the 

Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan objectives for Fisheating Creek basin.  

 

 

To help determine feasibility of proceeding with any option, we could have an IPMS contractor 

herbicide the suggested route from the air and then survey the route a couple of months later 

from an airboat to determine the bottom conditions and water depths.   


